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Kathryn Preston, Hancock Victorian Plantations

HVP Plantations prepares for this fire season

RESILIENCE IN ACTION

Resilience in Action is a new community newsletter updating residents on all things bushfire preparedness
in Moe South. For any feedback, topic suggestions or if you'd like to support this initiative, please email

moesouth.cbbm@gmail.com

Tips and tricks for a bushfire-smart community

Stephen Bates, Moe South brigade Captain

Keeping burn-offs safe and legal:

• Check fire restrictions and ensure you comply with municipal local laws with your local

council.

• Once the Fire Danger Period is declared for your municipality, any open air burning is

prohibited unless you have a permit from the CFA, Fire Rescue Victoria or from the

Municipal Fire Prevention Officer.

• You can register your burn online ahead of time (more than 2 hours before lighting), via

Fire Permits Victoria (www.firepermits.vic.gov.au), which is a quick and easy method that

only takes about 2-3 minutes. You can also call 1800 668 511 and register over the phone.

• Check and monitor weather conditions – particularly wind – on the day of your burn and

the few days after it as fires can flare up several days after a burn-off in windy conditions.

• To avoid unnecessary calls to emergency services, notify your neighbours before lighting.

• Leave a three-metre fire break, free from flammable materials around the burn.

• Have sufficient equipment and water to stop the fire spreading and to extinguish it.

• Never leave a burn-off unattended – stay for its entire duration.

• If your burn-off gets out of control, call ‘000’ immediately.

Burning off green waste is one of the ways you can reduce your bushfire risk on your property. It's

important this is done safely to help keep yourself and your neighbours safe. In warmer months,

consider disposing green waste at a transfer station.

HVP Plantations will again be contracting a dedicated firefighting helicopter for the period of

the highest fire risk. The helicopter is based in the Latrobe Valley, supporting other State Fleet

aircraft that CFA and DELWP have available to fight fires throughout Victoria. 

On days of higher fire risk, HVP fire towers will be manned and fire vehicles will be patrolling

plantation areas to ensure any fire is detected quickly and responded to in the shortest

possible time. 

A continuing problem for our community is the issue of arson. Statistics indicate that a

significant proportion of fires that affect our plantations are started by arson. Some fires may

be accidental, but many are deliberate and avoidable. 

Research indicates that a community that is paying attention to what occurs within it, can play

an important part in assisting Crime Stoppers and Police through reporting suspicious activity.

This may include, but is not limited to, dumped cars, rubbish and unattended campfires or

burn-offs. Reports can be made direct to HVP Plantations on (03) 5122 0600, anonymously to

Crime Stoppers on 1800 333 000, or by contacting your local Police station. Another helpful

tool is the Snap Send Solve app which can be used to report photographic evidence and GPS

locations of issues. 

The HVP Plantations team is again working hard to ensure the company is well prepared for the threat of fire during the upcoming warmer months. Fire

prevention activities will continue throughout spring, including firebreak and track maintenance around plantations and checking fire dams to ensure they are

accessible, signed and mapped.

HVP Plantations continue to invest in, and develop, the skills of over 130 company firefighters through a structured CFA Forest Industry Brigade, and actively

participate in regular training and skills maintenance.  

HVP Plantations has ten fire tankers and ten slip-on units located across the Gippsland estate. These resources are continually maintained and prepared in

the event that they may be needed at any time. 
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